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IMP Awards / 2013 Movie Poster Gallery / Bettie Page Reveals All Poster Bettie Page Reveals All (2013) other sizes: 997x1467 Internet Movie Poster Awards - One of the largest collections of movie posters online. Film data provided by TMDb 2012, directed by Mark Mori Bettie Page, reveals
everythingMark MoriProduced byMark MoriThorpe MoriWritten byDoug MillerStarringBettie PageMusic byGary GuttmanCinmatographyGrant BarbeitoAngel BarroetaDoug MillerJay MiracleEdited Notes[[[Julie Chabot]]Douglas MillerJay MiracleProductioncompany Single Pictures SparkJatributed byMusic
Box Films (USA)Single Spark Pictures release date 8.9.2012 (2012-09-08) (LA INDIE Film Festival) 22.11.2013 (2013-11-22) (U.S.) Running time101 minutesMalandAss of the United StatesKielEnglishBox office$73,372[1] Bettie Page Reveals All is a 2012 documentary about the life history and cultural
impact of Bettie Page. Directed by Mark Mori, much of its narration comes from Page's audio tape interviews. Page's comments and her importance include Dita Von Teese, Hugh Hefner, Rebecca Romijn, Tempest Storm, Bunny Yeager, Paula Klaw, Jessicka, Mamie Van Doren and Naomi Campbell.
Reception Critical response Critical response to Bettie Page reveals that everything has been mostly positive. Since 2014[update], the film has a 75 percent fresh rating for review aggregator Rotten Tomatoes, which has 21 positive reviews and 7 negatives and an average rating of 6.8/10. [2] Awards
Bettie Page Reveals All won the Jury Award for Best Feature documentary at the 2013 Garden State Film Festival. [3] References from ^ December 29, 2013[update], Bettie Page Reveals All. Ticket office Mojo. Retrieved January 2, 2014. ^ The Bettie page reveals everything. Rotten tomatoes. Retrieved
January 2, 2014. ^ Bettie Page reveals all (2012) awards. Imdb. Retrieved January 2, 2014. External Links Bettie Page Reveals All in IMDb Official website for the film In 'Reveals All', Bettie Page emerges from isolation to reveal the secret past by Robin Leach in the Las Vegas Sun (April 5, 2012) Bettie
Page Reveals All: Film Review by John DeFore in The Hollywood Reporter (November 20, 2012) This article from the biographical documentary is stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte Retrieved in the Kicking documentary Bettie Page Reveals All, the 1950s cult pin-up gal trademark bangs
called 'the first icon of her nature, 'exceptional creature' and 'revolutionary.' But according to Page himself, who was captured in a voice-only interview by director Mark Mori more than a decade before his 2008 death, she was just an uninsested young woman content with her photogenic appearance, who
enjoyed poses and makes people happy. He's the one who The girl next door, if the girl next door rocked the nets, I'd see a toed stiletto and a leather corset. Page's candious conversation with Mori serves as a narration of the film, about the iconic model's often remarkable life from impoverished
Tennessee roots to her seven pioneering years as a wildly popular pin-up (she posed both bikini and nude) and the fetish model's mysterious exit from her career in 1957. On the way, she playfully posed for countless camera club enthusiasts, was crowned Playboy's Miss in January 1955 and broke the
oppression of the McCarthy era. As fascinating as this part of the film is, it's full of provocative photographs and film stitches of Page, as well as the archival footage of the vibrant episode — retelling his post-modeling years turns out to be even more fascinating: feistier things and troubled marriages,
reborn Christianity, repeated paranoid schizophrenia, 10 years in a state mental hospital (1982-1992) and the subsequent highly private Southern California life. At the same time, his flourishing image would inspire a whole new generation of models, artists and performers. Interviews with Paula Klaw
(now deceased), who with her late brother Irving ran a Manhattan-based mail-order image company for which Page did much of the most memorable modelling; several former lovers and veteran photographers; and celebrity fans such as Hugh Hefner, Dita Von Teese, Rebecca Romijn and Todd Oldham
round out this highly watchable portrait. Gary Goldstein, Chicago Tribune 1 win. See more awards » Edit Learn more Edit With natural photogenic confidence and vibrantly innocent risqué glamour, there has never been a Pinup model like Bettie Page. Through page's own words and interviews with her
closest associates, we explored her extraordinary life, which grew up in a troubled childhood until she found a wild career as queen of Pin-up girls. In doing so, Page would challenge the paranoid sexual oppression of the 1950s with unusual grace until he walked away at the height of his career. We also
follow his quiet problems in later years as he struggles with unhappy marriages and mental illnesses that threaten to consume him, even though he found a higher faith. Despite these challenges, Page's popularity would rise again over accepting time to become a celebrated icon of fearless sexuality and
beauty. By Kenneth Chisholm (kchishol@rogers.com) Plot Summary | More Synopsis pinup | bettie page | photography | slavery | Year 2008 | See all (478) » Movie review (MPAA) Rated R for sexual content and graphic nudity everywhere | See all certificates » Parental Guide: See content advice » Edit
Why Don't You Love Me (uncredited) Beyoncé, Solange, Angela Beyince, Eddie Smith, Jesse Rankin and Jonathan Wells Performed by Beyoncé See more » User Reviews Edit Official Facebook | Official website | See more » » Date: November 22, 2013 (USA) See more » Also known as: La vera vita di
Bettie Page See more » Edit Opening Weekend USA: $4,846, November 24, 2013 Gross USA: $108,118 Cumulative Global Gross: $108,118 See more IMDbPro » Single Spark Pictures See more » Driving time: 101 min Aspect ratio: 1.78 : 1 / (HD) See full specs » Bettie Reveal Pages All Although
Bettie Page is ubiquitous in our culture, And everyone could pick him from the identification line. He was also a famous recluse who disappeared (almost entirely) after his glory days in the 1950s. The 2005 film The Notorious Bettie Page, starring Gretchen Mol, filled some of the aihios (although
apparently when Page saw the movie at the screening, he cried out: Lies! It's all a lie!), but the woman herself remained staunchly hidden from the view. Mark Mori's new documentary Bettie Page Reveals All has an extensive soundtrack of Bettie Page speaking, telling her own life story in all her
sometimes joyful and sometimes painful detail. This voiceover song is a reason to see a movie that is mainly structured conventional and sometimes sloppy in implementation. But whenever a film abandons a tired talking formula, experts like Hugh Hefner and Dita Von Teese tell us in vain why Page is
influential and return to page speaking, it finds its footing. He is an immersive guide, humorous and honest, cynical and wise, with the same sense of innocent joy in his own reputation translated into photographs. There are some figures in our culture that reach such a level of mass appeal that the concept
of oversatity does not apply. Elvis Presley, Marilyn Monroe and Bettie Page are on the list. It doesn't matter how many pictures you see. There's always going to be a desire for more. We can discuss why this is the case and we can discuss whether he deserves to be lionised in this way, but the fact is that
he is in the pantheon. In a way, his disappearance was the perfect gift for his fans. He wanted his fantasy to remain intact. Although it is never clear who Page is talking to, and the situation that led him to tell his story so close to the end of his life, he takes us through his awkward childhood and baldly tells
the facts. His mother wanted a son. His father harassed him. Obsessed with movie magazines and stars, she and her sister pose for each other in the backyard, honing their smiles and poses. Traditional modelling was closed to him because he was declared too hippy (some things never change). After
moving to New York, amateur camera clubs and mail-order magazine companies approached him to do raucous pin-ups. Page was natural in such material, and was a hit with photographers as well as the men (and women) who bought it. Irving Paula Klaw Klaw important contact information: they ran
mail order magazines and helped engineer Page rise to fame. Pin-up photographer Bunny Yaeger collaborated wonderfully with Page and helped get her the 1955 Playmate of the Month cover on Playboy. Politicians who want to be elected took pornography as a crusade, and camera clubs and klaws
found themselves under attack. The FBI conducted raids, and the clans were ordered to destroy their entire photo storage facility. Paula Klaw, who is still with us today, says with a grin: But I didn't destroy them all. Because of Klaw's disobedience, we still have a lot of pictures of Bettie. At the time of the
frogs, Page, then in his 30s, began to think it was time to do the modeling. He left the company in 1957 and was never heard from for decades. Bettie's description of what happened to her during those lost years is fascinating and terrible. He was married several times, found Jesus, was diagnosed with
schizophrenics, and spent 10 years in a mental institution, in a painful ordeal. Page tells us all this in a blasé honest tone, often followed by an almost rueful chuckle. Speaking about one of her marriages, she said: Our only thing we shared was movies, hamburgers and making love. Her sense of humor
may cloak some of the most horrific things she has to do, such as the sexual assault she endured from a group of men in a car in her early days in New York. Mori fills the screen with Page's images in both still photos and his 16mm films, some of which have been seen here for the first time. He also uses
cartoons, movie clips, newsreels, information films and travel phone call images to illustrate Page's various pit stops along the way. It's a little messy, although sometimes it's kind of funny. A particularly low point is that page's retending of being assaulted by one of her husbands with comic book fan fic,
which depicts the same event, is a particularly low point. In the final third of the film, we get to a really talking head that lectures us endlessly about Page's influence on modeling career, Madonna, the renaissance of rockabilly and burlesc, and feminism. None of it can hold a candle to Page himself, who
quietly controls his voice. There's still a big echo of his authenticity. During a photo shoot in the woods, police arrested Page for indecent exposure. He protested, not for arrest, but for the wording of the indictment. His belief that there was nothing inherently obscene about nudity turns even in photographs
of slavery and ball gages. This essence of innocence is an essential part of his appeal. One of the Camera Club photographers who swarmed around Page to take pictures on various New Jersey beaches said of him: He projected. He came straight to you. Burt Glinn said a similar thing about Marilyn
Monroe: [She wasn't] photogenic photogenic the accepted feeling, characteristics were not memorable or specific; He had the ability to be a promoter. It is this ability to project, which connects with the audience, much more than beauty could ever. That makes Bettie Page timeless. Timeless.
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